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Fish First

Playing with the Future of Wild Salmon
Alexandra Morton reports that
the news from the Broughton Archipelago
on BC’s coast this spring is not encouraging.
The sea lice situation remains serious despite
government and industry assurances that
they have the problem handled.
“Salmon farms can be moved and contained, but wild salmon cannot. We are playing out Joni Mitchell’s song, ‘You don’t know
what you’ve got ’til it’s gone.’ We are losing
wild salmon as I speak. There are solutions:
we can have both wild and farmed salmon.
But even as the weight of scientific evidence
and public distrust builds steadily against
this industry, the fish farms remain in the water conducting business as usual.
Nothing has been done to actually benefit our wild salmon and they are going
down.”

You don’t know
what you’ve got
’til it’s gone

Read more fish news and Alexandra’s words inside, p7
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NAFTA Hits the Veggie Stand

There’s a lot of talk about biofuels to solve the
climate crisis, but when that biofuel comes from
food crops, it’s all just dangerous hot air. With
the corporations harvesting tax dollars.

Wouldn’t you know it? Our government wants to
harmonize allowable pesticide residue levels up
to the US levels - but only when it doesn’t hurt.
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The Land

When “Fill ’er up” Means Starvation

o matter where on Earth we live, we are all residents
of a watershed. Throughout history clans, tribes
and all organized groups have endeavoured to protect
their home watershed or territory. Sentinels were
stationed throughout the highlands of a watershed to
herald the coming of friends or of threats in the form of
encroachment, floods, fire or hostile armies.

N

Threats to our watersheds exist to this day whether
they come from careless individuals or insensitive
corporations. The Watershed Sentinel keeps watch and
informs.
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EDITORIAL
Oil Crusades
During the Vietnam war when many young American men
made their way to Canada to avoid conscription to their country’s
armed forces, perhaps many on both sides of the Canada/US
border thought we were witnessing a paradigm shift.
Long into many nights of wine drenched, sometimes tearful
discussion, we debated the merits of the draft-dodgers’ decisions.
Some, of course, ran from the fear of dying alone, thousands of
miles from home, in a war that did not present a threat to their
homeland. Most expressed a willingness to stand and fight on their
own home sod if their country was attacked.
It was a time of examination of our concepts of war, its immorality, its morality. Between the emptying of the wine bottles and
the coming of the dawn, sometimes it was possible to believe we
could bring an end to war. Hell No: We won’t go.
Now we find ourselves — Canada, the United States and Great
Britain — involved in a war in the middle east that is being sold
to us as a liberation of the populations of Iraq, Afghanistan, and
possibly Iran. We are being fed a bitter stinking lie while the young
people of our military are paying a heavy price. Our governments
don’t give a damn for the residents of these middle-eastern countries. We are there for the oil: oil that will grease the wheels of
capitalism and fatten the bank accounts of the financial elite.
Throughout history, wars have been justified by declaring
them to be liberations of down-trodden populations, punishments
for foreign violations of sovereignty, and protection of home and
loved ones. In many cases these reasons have been valid. In other
cases the declaration of war is nothing but a flag of convenience.
In the end, it all comes down to money.
Don Malcolm, Comox BC, May 2007
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NAFTA hits the fruit and
vegetable stands
Harmonizing Allowable Pesticide
Levels in Food to the Worst Standards
Information compiled by Leslie Gillett

Canada is set to raise its limits
on pesticide residues on fruit and vegetables for hundreds of products.
The move is part of an effort to
harmonize Canadian pesticide rules
with those of the United States, which
allows higher residue levels for 40
per cent of the pesticides it regulates.
Differences in residue limits, which
apply both to domestic and imported
food, pose a potential “trade irritant,”
said Richard Aucoin, chief registrar of
the Pesticide Management Regulatory
Agency (PMRA), which sets Canada’s
pesticide rules.
However, Canada will only raise
its limits “where this poses no risks,”
he stressed.
Green Party leader Elizabeth
May said that the harmonization
model adopted successfully by the
European Union – where all countries
must measure up to the member country with the strictest rules – should
become standard practice in North
America.
Canada should never lower its
standards in the name of harmonization, said David Boyd, an environmental lawyer and author of a 2006
study of international pesticide regulations.
“We should look to equal or surpass the best in the world, not only
measure ourselves against the US,”
where regulations are weaker than
in jurisdictions such as the European
Union, he said.
Canadian regulators and their US
counterparts have been working to
Watershed Sentinel

harmonize their pesticide regulations
since 1996, as part of the North American Free Trade Agreement.
Now the effort is being fasttracked as an initiative under the
Security and Prosperity Partnership
(SPP), a wide-ranging plan to streamline regulatory and security protocols
across North America. The SPP’s
2006 report identified stricter residue
limits as “barriers to trade.”
Canadian caps are higher in only
10 per cent of cases, Aucoin explained,
adding that these may be lowered under the harmonization plan. He said
Canada won’t be raising its limits
for all of the cases where its rules are
stricter, but “will likely be asked to
raise them” for cases now being identified as priorities by growers.
Case by Case Review
The agency is reviewing its limits
on a case-by-case basis, he said.
Aucoin said residue limits are
set according to exacting standards
in Canada, adding that differences in
ecosystems and patterns of use can
account for the variation from country to country.
Higher limits “will not change
the amount of pesticides coming into
the country,” he said, noting that residue levels on imported produce are
usually well below even the Canadian
limits.
“The trend in both Canada and the
US is to use less, not more,” he said,
explaining the high cost of bug-killers
has prompted farmers to cut back.


Boyd’s report, published by the
BC-based David Suzuki Foundation,
raised concerns about the allowable
levels of pesticide both in the US and
Canada.
Comparing 40 US limits with
those set by Canada, the European
Union, Australia and the World Health
Organization, he found the US had the
weakest rules for more than half of the
pesticide uses studied.
In some cases the differences
were dramatic: The US allows 50
times more vinclozolin on cherries as
the EU, and 100 times as much lindane on pineapples.
Canada fared no better: For permethrin on leaf lettuce and spinach,
the Canadian and US limit was 400
times higher than in Europe, and the
Canadian cap on methoxychlor was
1,400 times the European limit.
Both countries also allow pesticides that have been banned not only
in Europe but also in some developing
countries, Boyd noted.
t
—Ottawa Citizen, May 8, 2007;
wwww.greenparty.ca;
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LETTERS

No to Term: “Biosolids”

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

We need technical terminology not PR spin language.
There is an effort underway currently to lobby the federal government into changing the federal Fertilizer Act.
Environmentalists need to watch this closely. Complaints
about violations of fertilizer requirements are now being
directed to an industry-led group called the ‘Canadian
Fertilizer Products Forum’ instead of being acted on. US
sludge companies, like Milorganite, and their lawyers,
have been invited to participate in changing Canada’s
fertilizer regulations. Canada’s current regulations are far
more restrictive than American ones regarding the sale of
sewage sludge based ‘fertilizer.’
This group is now defining the word ‘biosolids’ for
the federal Fertilizer Act. There is a concern that they are
trying to change the regulatory language and requirements
to move sewage sludge — with its highly variable toxicity and pathogen issues — into a more lenient regulatory
environment.
Sewage sludge is the technical term used in the US
and Canadian federal regulatory framework for land application of wastewater and sewage treatment residuals.
It is also the term used in the European Union regulatory
framework.
The term ‘biosolids’ was the winner of a contest sponsored by a public relations firm to give ‘sludge’ a more
benign image to the public.
Some jurisdictions like the US use the word ‘biosolids’ to mean sewage sludge, or ‘treated sewage sludge.’
Some jurisdictions, like Ontario, use it to mean any kind
of organic waste residuals that are land applied. Organic
waste residuals could include sewage sludge, papermill
sludge, abbatoir or rendering, meat packing plant, food
processing or other industrial wastewater residuals.
‘Biosolids’ is a non-definitive spin word and has no
place in the regulatory framework.
Materials that are to be sold for use as fertilizer or soil
amendment should continue to use the language ‘processed sewage’ in Canada.
The Canadian Fertilizer Products Forum’s website is
now available on-line at: www.cfpf-fcpf.ca/
Maureen Reilly
Beyond Factory Farming, Sludgewatch
Toronto Ontario

ing of the culture. However the Declaration of Independence is alive and well around the world in its truth. Yet the
American government is without relevance to its documented origins.
I observe civilization perseveres in spite of the passing of political realms down through the centuries. An
age of renaissance is near as we adapt to the stark realities
ahead as a species.
In a practical language what we need is oil to go to
$100 a barrel. Then alternate energy will really be given
a boost. Hopefully George can help us out by really pushing up the price to profit his pocket. People might become
so choked on the rotten fruit of a plundered culture that
things will happen.
Mad King George III = American Revolution.
Rich arrogance of French royalty = French Revolution.
Continued abuse by the Royals, WWI = Russian
Revolution.
Everyone I talk to is ready for a revolution but no one
is willing to pick up a gun, which is a good thing. This is a
quiet civilized revolution we’re starting to be swept up in
as we’re faced with the end of our current paradigm. I’ve
been reading about the Scottish Enlightenment (1720’s)
and studying about the French Revolution.
P.S. Gas hydrates is our fuel answer. May as well burn
it up before the Earth burps it at 21 times CO2 effect.
Hugh McNab, Read Island,BC

Guerilla Distribution
Been picking up copies of the WS and leaving it on
buses, ferries, tables and in cafes. I really liked Andrew
MacLeod’s recent article, and find the variety of information you provide very helpful... even for a relative novice
like myself.

Take good care!

Kari Hewitt, Vancouver BC

“When Jesus said, ‘Love your
enemies,’ we think he probably
meant: Don’t kill them.”
— Network of Spiritual
Progressives.

A Civilized Revolution

George Walker Bush is certainly doing well in exposing to the Americans the real agenda over the last fifty
years. The dream is shattered and I am sure the people
with a confounded pathetic feeling look upon the plunderWatershed Sentinel
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this is from naturally high levels of
arsenic in nearby rocks and soil. The
major sources of human-caused arsenic contamination of water in Canada
are coal-fired power plants, historic
and recent mine tailings, and the manufacture of wood preservatives.
Roxarsone is banned in Europe,
and Tyson Foods, the largest US poultry producer, has stopped using it.
—AS. Reading list available at
www.watershedsentinel.ca
Nitrates and Hormones

Compiled by Anne Sherrod &
Leslie Gillett
Arsenic In Chicken Feed
Poses Human Cancer Risk

Since the 1970s, US and Canadian regulatory agencies have allowed
an arsenic-based chemical, Roxarsone, to be added to chicken feed. It
stimulates rapid weight gain of the
chickens and kills parasites. Chronic
consumption of minute doses of arsenic, such as in food or drinking water,
can cause many kinds of cancer and
other serious health problems such as
type II diabetes.
Recent research by the US Department of Agriculture has found that
chickens fed with Roxarsone contain
three to four times more arsenic than
other poultry and meat (Lasky, 2007)
— high enough levels to cause serious concerns about human health. But
that doesn’t even count the arsenic in
drinking water that comes from Roxarsone. Every year in the US, chicken
manure containing approximately
250-350 metric tons of arsenic is used
to fertilize crops and pastures. The arsenic compounds are easily picked up
by water and carried into groundwater, streams, rivers, and lakes.
Many areas in Canada have been
found to have elevated levels of arsenic in their drinking water. Some of
Watershed Sentinel

Pollution in springs could cause
reproductive changes in aquatic species and have implications for human
health, according to emerging science
on the issue.
Thea Edwards, a researcher in the
University of Florida’s zoology department, is studying whether nitrates
interact with other contaminants to
reduce the production of hormones
needed for reproduction.
Nitrates are a byproduct of
waste that can enter groundwater and
springs through farms, septic tanks,
fertilizer and wastewater spray fields.
Due to concerns that nitrates cause a
blood disorder in infants, the US Environmental Protection Agency sets a
10-milligrams-per-liter threshold for
nitrate levels in drinking water.
Edwards’ research, published last
year in the journal Environmental
Health Perspectives, studied whether
nitrates at even lower levels can affect
aquatic species. The research found
mosquitofish in the higher-nitrate
springs were less likely to become
pregnant and those that were pregnant
had smaller babies. Another study
published last year in Aquatic Toxicology, found tadpoles in the spring water
with nitrates tended to be smaller and
had delayed metamorphosis, suggesting nitrates could be interacting with
other contaminants in the spring water. The research could have implications for human health, Edwards said.


“It’s not one contaminant that’s
the problem,” Edwards said. “It’s that
we’re exposed to a huge collection of
contaminants.”
—LG. Gainesville Sun, Florida,
May 13, 2007
Chlorpyrifos:
Brain damage in children,
Aerial spraying in Canada

Researchers in New York City
are studying the effects of the pesticide Chlorpyrifos on the development
of children who were exposed before
they were born. They have documented damage to the children’s cognitive
functions, motor skills, and possibly
behaviour.
The permitting of Chlorpyrifos
has been under re-evaluation by Canada’s Pesticide Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) since 1999. Both
Canada and the US have now banned
household use of Chlorpyrifos, but so
far the PMRA has chosen to “mitigate”
rather than ban the chemical outright.
For instance, the aerial spraying of
Chlorpyrifos on cereal grains, and for
grasshopper control in western Canada, is currently allowed to continue.
The “mitigation” is buffer zones for
sensitive aquatic areas. However, a
high percentage of pesticide sprayed
from the air is known to drift off target and travel as far as 80 kilometres
by air — hundreds of kilometers in
less significance concentrations.
The final decision by the PMRA
is due in 2008. The new research results and the attention paid by the
media make it timely to provide input
into the review process.
Pesticide Management Regulatory Agency, Health Canada
2720 Riverside Drive
A.L. 6605C
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K9
pmra_ publications@hc-sc.gc.ca
—AS. Reading list available at
www.watershedsentinel.ca
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The Case of the

Missing Bees

However, such arguments may fail to address the full
scope of the risks of GM crops. Recently, Professor HansHinrich Kaatz of the University of Jena in Germany discovered that the gene inserted in oilseed rape had transferred
into bacteria in the intestines of young bees (Guardian,
May 28, 2007.)
Intestinal bacteria play important roles in the health of
the organisms they colonize. Any change in their genetic
structure could, under the right conBillions of bees have simply ditions, reproduce itself rapidly and
disappeared in Europe and have serious consequences for the
bees (and humans too).
the United States.
Meanwhile, the synthetic insectiNo one is sure why.
cide imidacloprid and its relatives, the
neonicotinoids, continue to be suspects
in
the
CCD
investigation.
These insecticides are highby Anne Sherrod
ly toxic to bees. Recent research has found imidacloprid in
ccording to the Canadian Association of Profescorn, sunflower and rape pollen at levels high enough to
sional Apriculturalists, Canada lost 29 per cent
pose a threat to bees. It impairs their memory, which might
of its honeybees last winter. The previous averexplain why the CCD victims disappeared rather than reage national loss was 15 per cent. There have
turning to their hives.
been many claims in Canada that these losses are not from
A preliminary report by the CCD Working Group, a
Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD), the mysterious malady
panel of bee experts in the US, states that certain fungithat wiped out tens of billions of bees in the US last winter.
cides may increase the toxicity of neonicotinoids over 1,000
However, some Canadian beekeepers have reported losses
times in laboratory tests. Both the neonicotinoids and the
on the order of 50-80 per cent, and some of them say they
fungicides are commonly used.
are seeing symptoms of CCD.
One Canadian beekeeper has pointed out to the Pesticide Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) that corn
Whatever the cause, CCD is just one catastrophe
syrup is fed to commercial honeybee colonies throughout
among many that have been hitting commercial and wild
North America. Corn syrup is the concentrated product of
bee populations since the late 1980s. They are all part of
a huge amount of corn. What happens to neonicotinoids in
a long-term decline of domestic and wild pollinators (such
the manufacturing process? Has anyone tested corn syrup
organisms as bees, birds, bats and butterflies) around the
for contamination?
world.
The PMRA, which writes the permits for the use of
In North America it began when imported honeybees
imidacloprid, says it has no testing requirements for imibrought non-native diseases that decimated commercial
dacloprid in corn syrup. This is characteristic of much that
and wild bee populations. Commercial beekeeping also led
we do not know about the poisons we pour into the environto unnatural practices to boost honey production and polment every year.
lination services for crop growers. For many years convent
tional beekeeping has relied heavily upon the use of chemiInterested? A reading list is posted on the
cals and antibiotics to kill various disease agents. Now the
Watershed Sentinel web site.
organisms that prey on bees are increasingly resistant to
these treatments, while bees are showing alarming signs of
immune deficiency.
Anne Sherrod has been writing on environmental
That being said, the particular symptoms that characissues in BC for 25 years. She is currently Chair of the
terize CCD are relatively new, especially the fact that the
Valhalla Wilderness Society.
bees just disappear rather than dying near their hives. Concerns about genetically-modified (GM) crops have been
discounted by some scientists but not by others. There have
been massive losses of bees in Europe and other parts of the
world that have very little land planted in GM crops.

A

Watershed Sentinel
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Researcher Alexandra Morton reports from BC’s Broughton Archipelago

N

ews from the Broughton Archipelago this spring
is not encouraging. The sea lice situation remains
serious despite government and industry’s assurances that they have the problem handled. This is not surprising because government continues to refuse to do more
than just monitor the situation.
Last fall’s severe drought delayed the adult salmon
migration upriver to spawn and so this spring’s generation
emerged about a month later than usual. Today they remain
tiny – only about 45 mm. Because their instinct is to swim
away from freshwater towards higher salinity, the fast-melting snow-pack is chasing them down the inlets, into contact
with the farms, at too rapid a rate.
I have examined and released more than 9,000 salmon
fry this spring. I am now director of the Salmon Coast Field
Station in the Broughton Archipelago, home to four other
sea lice research projects with more than 30 researchers
from three universities and, in addition to my own work,
I am a member of the federal Department of Fisheries and
Oceans sea lice research team.
Martin Krkosek, from the Centre for Mathematical Biology at the University of Alberta working in the Broughton
finds, “Salmon farms can reduce their lice with the drugs,
but after the wild juvenile salmon have passed several
farms the effect is cumulative. We are seeing 80% of these
fish infected at the end of some migration routes right now.”
Krkosek and I have both authored peer-reviewed studies
demonstrating that these infection rates kill pink and chum
salmon fry.
While rumour has it most of the farmers are using
Slice, a delousing chemical, and this has likely lowered the
number of lice per farm salmon, there are just too many
farms. This season started with low sea lice numbers as the
young wild salmon reached the first farms and we thought
the lice had been suppressed to a sub-lethal level. However
over the last week we’ve been watching the condition of the
fish decline rapidly, they look terrible.
The biology remains simple: nature very carefully separates the old salmon from the young salmon. Adult salmon
die in the fall and young salmon don’t go to sea until spring.
If we want wild salmon, this natural law will have to be
obeyed and the huge industrial farms moved away from our
rivers. They were sited in a time of ignorance, but now we
know that wild and farmed salmon don’t mix.
Pink salmon are an unrecognized powerhouse to the
BC economy. As the most abundant salmon, they fertilize
our forests, supporting the logging industry, and they feed
Watershed Sentinel

tourism’s prized Chinook and Coho smolts as they enter
the ocean.
The sea lice problem is not confined to the Broughton.
We are working from Campbell River to Port Hardy and
the story is simple: where there are salmon farms there is
a sea lice problem. Scottish researchers have told me, “A
five year old could figure this out.” It has become apparent
that Canadian government scientists are not free to speak
their minds — similar to when the Atlantic cod stocks were
being destroyed and when the Kemano Completion project
threatened wild salmon. They know how serious this situation is, but are immobilized.
Salmon farms can be moved and contained, but wild
salmon cannot. There are solutions: we can have both wild
and farmed salmon. But even as the weight of scientific
evidence and public distrust builds steadily, the fish farms
remain in the water. Nothing has been done to actually benefit our wild salmon and they are going down.
t

• The BC Special Legislative Committee on Sustainable
Aquaculture, which called for no new farm development and a
move to closed container farms, found only 2,945 direct, indirect
and induced jobs are provided by salmon farming, whereas BC
Stats Online reports that 14,300 jobs are provided by the commercial and recreational fishing sectors (not including processing or tourism numbers).
• Closed containment technologies are currently used to
grow many types of seafood on a commercial scale: arctic char,
trout, barramundi, tilapia, and others.
• In 2003, PriceWaterhouseCoopers conducted an assessment of a land-based system, Eco-Farm, in Norway and
concluded that profitable land based fish farming is possible.
(http://www.eco-farm.no/PWC_Final_Report.pdf)
• Closed, floating systems provide the best option for energy efficiency and the elimination of: solid waste to the environment, escapes, marine mammal kills, disease and parasite
transfer to wild fish, and farm losses due to environmental factors.
—www.farmedanddangerous.org
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ENERGY

by David Simms

the Berkley campus of the
University of California
concludes that to satisfy
10% of the US fuel consumption for E10, a 10%
ethanol blend with gasoline, there would be the production
of an additional 127 million tonnes of CO2, per annum,
compared with the production of gasoline. Similar conclusions follow from studies by David Pimentel of Cornell.
The fact is, though, that ethanol science in the US does
not speak with a single voice. Other researchers criticize
Patzek and Pimentel for counting too many energy inputs
in their studies. However, to get a handle on this controversy and an appreciation for the sharply divided differences of opinion, we need to follow the money trail to realize
how big money can warp ethanol science. In the US, agribusiness giants, companies like Carghill or Archer Daniels
Midland, get to pass GO twice in their quest for government handouts; once for growing corn, a second time for
producing ethanol.
The US is hardly alone with its fetish for combustible
brews. Brazil, setting an unfortunate trend, now runs much
of its fleet on ethanol and even produces ethanol for export. But, to grow sugar cane for ethanol, Brazil is chopping
away at the lungs of the planet, the Amazon Rainforest.
Quite apart from questions of energy balance, these actions
reduce the carbon uptake by trees living in an area of very
high rates of respiration thereby adding to global warming
indirectly. There are many sides to the ethanol question.
Quibbling over fuel prices and simply saying “fill ’er up”
doesn’t do justice to the subject.
To satisfy the energy deficit in the production of ethanol, distillation plants in the US are now burning coal to

Grandfather used to sneak
off to his camp in the woods
where he’d brew a few gallons of “firewater” for special occasions. But, Grandfather would have doubled up in laughter if someone had
suggested that, one day, cars, trucks and his own farm tractor might run on this stuff. Almost intuitively, Grandfather
knew that it took more energy to brew ethanol than the finished product embodied and that, in the long-term, growing
crops for fuel would be an unsustainable exercise in mining
the soil and in diverting agricultural output from where it
ought to go, to the family table.
Even a quick look at the energy content of ethanol
which has only 66% of the heat content of an identical volume of gasoline raises suspicions. Whatever fuel is under
consideration, distributing it to the consumer exacts a certain energy cost. In the case of ethanol, deliveries would
need to be increased by 50%, all things being equal, just to
compensate for its lower heat content.
Too bad Grandfather’s no longer around to share his
wisdom with the likes of George Bush, Stephen Harper or,
for that matter, Elizabeth May.
Other people are ringing the alarms, however. A study
by the Library of Parliament says that despite $2 billion
destined for biofuels in the Conservative budget, the 10%
ethanol gasoline blend aimed for won’t make much difference in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. But, it will take
36% of Canada’s arable land. Another study by Environment Canada admits that biofuels confer no advantage insofar as their effects on air quality.
A study of the corn-ethanol cycle by Tad Patzek of
Watershed Sentinel
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fuel the process. Illinois, an agribusiness state with huge
coal deposits, sees itself as the ideal place for the production of ethanol. The spin doctors are now marrying “green
fuels” to “clean coal” but this is an effort to manage perception in order to gain public acceptance. There is nothing
green about ethanol and there is nothing clean about coal.
Burning coal produces large amounts of carbon dioxide for
each unit of energy released. A sustainable process would
use energy from ethanol to distill new ethanol as well as
to supply the other energy demands in its production but,
there is simply not enough energy in ethanol to do this. So,
GHG emissions go way up, not down. This is not a green
story.
The impact of corn-for-ethanol on market economics,
given the huge subsidies distributed by the US government,
is already beginning to show its face. A recent Washington
Post article reveals that, in Mexico, there has been a fourfold increase in the cost of tortillas, a corn-based staple of
the Mexican diet. Due in large part to the diversion of food
to the production of fuel for Mexico’s largest trading partner, the increased cost of tortillas is now affecting the diet
of Mexico’s poor.
“Ethanol blend” now means that a child, somewhere,
is having his or her diet impacted, that a tree has been cut
and burned in the rainforest, and that greenhouse gases
have been added to the atmosphere, not taken away.
The Harper government enthusiastically mimics the
policies of the Bush regime but this is no surprise. We now
expect it. However, the Green Party of Canada has bought
into biofuels, too. In a press release dated January 8, 2007,
the Green Party of Canada stated “The Green Party strongly
supports the development of biofuels as part of an environmentally friendly economy…” as it critiqued the Clean Air
Act. That the Greens find themselves on the wrong side of
an issue which threatens the environment and the food supply is cause for grave concern. The preachy, self-styled saviours of the environment have got it dead wrong, this time
on their own political turf. It’s high time for the Greens to
step off the pulpit of eco-evangelism and to get a grip on the
facts. Honesty and accuracy are now desperately needed in
this age of confusion. The Greens need more time out…this
time, in the library.
Regardless of what transpires in Canada, the intentions
of the US, the EU, and others to get into the large-scale
biofuel production raises unbelievably grave concerns.
With honest research effort, the energy balance of biofuels may be improved but the diversion of agricultural land
from food to fuel, the assault on the world’s woodlands, the
prospect of irreversible soil depletion and the social effects
of market dynamics on the nourishment of human beings
suggests that curbing our collective appetite for gasoline
and diesel is a far better answer to building energy security
Watershed Sentinel

and lessening greenhouse gas production. Malnourishment
among the children of Mexico’s poor might be biofuel’s canary-in-the-mineshaft.
t
David Simms is a retired teacher with a life-long interest
in energy matters. He once ran an off-grid household on
wind power, bought, sold, rebuilt and installed wind turbines, and has worked in the engineering of cycle-charge
and wind-diesel systems.
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Why has the price of the tortilla risen in Mexico?
There are three reasons. First and foremost, it is due to
hoarding and speculation by the agro-industrial monopolies. Second, the rising cost of gasoline, diesel, and electricity has affected production, transport, and processing
costs. And third, the international price of corn increased
due to its use in ethanol production. Only by looking at
all three of these factors together, can we understand the
recent spike in the cost of Mexico’s staple food.
—Luis Hernández Navarro, International Relations
Center, May 7, 2007 http://americas.irc-online.org/
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BAD GAS
Coalbed methane, yesterday’s canary-killing
unwanted gas, is today’s new energy find. It
can be extracted profitably, especially with the
fiscal incentives put in place by the provincial
government. But communities face an unavoidable
mess of construction and infrastructure as well as
local environmental and socio-economic impacts.
There is no local benefit, economic or
otherwise, so it’s not surprising that BC’s
communities are unreceptive to coalbed
methane projects in their backyards.
The latest targets are the East
Kootenays and Vancouver
Island.

by Arthur Caldicott

T

he beast is stirring again in BC. The government is
ready to launch a new wave of coalbed methane
(CBM) projects and promotion around the prov-

brought an unabashedly fond-of-fossil fuels attitude to Victoria. An early initiative was to kick-start CBM activity in
BC. The package looked very attractive to industry – high
commodity prices, a give-away royalty deal, and fewer regulatory impediments by the week. No pesky and expensive
environmental assessments. The icing on the cake was a
team from the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources (MEMPR) who were available on demand to
overcome local resistance.
Resistance which, they would soon discover, would be
intense. Wherever the Ministry and proponents showed up,
local concerns followed — or worse, had preceded them.
The Ministry frequently found itself playing catch-up.
Farmers and ranchers, landowners, residents and community leaders, native and non-native — the rejection of CBM
development was broadly based. And soundly based on its
record in North America.
For some of BC’s great little communities, coal mining
is an essential and dramatic chapter of their settlement history — Courtenay, Nanaimo, Fernie, for example. Others
suddenly discovered the misfortune of sitting on top of a
coalfield — Telkwa, Hat Creek, Hudson’s Hope, Merritt.
They all pushed back. All did their own investigations.
All expressed concerns to government. The propaganda

ince.
The new policy states: “Best coalbed gas practices in
North America. Companies will not be allowed to surface
discharge produced water. Any re-injected produced water
must be injected well below any domestic water aquifer.”
Sounds positive. Best practices must be good. And produced water is one of the biggest problems with CBM production. It was a leading concern of communities during
the first wave of promotion in BC, beginning around 2002.
The First Wave of Coalbed Methane Activity
In 1980 a tax credit for non-conventional fuel production was introduced in the United States, kick-starting a
new CBM industry. CBM is now about 7% of the natural
gas produced in the US.
In 2000, the low and relatively stable price of natural
gas went apeshit, okay, okay, broke out of its long-term
sleepy trend. Natural gas is now a very hot and volatile
commodity in North America.
Investment dollars flooded into conventional natural
gas plays in BC. The Liberal government, elected in 2001,
Watershed Sentinel
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Time has come to start spreadin’ the news
About the coalbed methane blues
It’s a BC Liberal government ruse
That’s the coalbed methane blues
Take a look and you’ll take a pass
We all better do somethin’ fast
’Cause we’re about to get a case of bad gas
Called the coalbed methane blues

Coalbed Methane Primer
It’s not a pretty sight, and it’s not a pretty
noise. Nor is it constrained to a small area.
Methane is the primary component of natural gas.
Methane is formed in coal along with the coal, a process of
anaerobic conversion of organic material into a sedimentary rock that is predominantly carbon. BC’s coalfields
range from 70 million years old (Late Cretaceous) to nearly 200 million years (Jurassic).
The methane is “adsorbed” in the coal and would have
“desorbed” and evaporated long ago, but it has been sealed
in place by the pressure of massive amounts of groundwater.
To get the methane, the water must first be removed.
A typical well initially produces a lot of water (“produced
water”), and as the water is removed, the methane production rate increases. Dewatering may take a year or two; 20
years is a typical life for a well.
Produced water is most often saline, making it unfit
for surface discharge. In some instances it contains other
undesirable substances. It is a huge volume of water, and
removing that much water has impacts in a watershed, just
as will re-introducing that much water.
The desorption rate and the production potential of a
well can be increased by fracturing (“fraccing”) the coal.
Fraccing is a common practice in oil and gas production.
A slurry of water and sand or clay, with smaller quantities
of an array of substances, some undesirable or toxic, will
be injected into the well. There are no restrictions prohibiting use of toxic fraccing fluids in BC.
A single CBM well requires a service road, a pad, two
pipelines (one for water and one for methane), an electric
pump, and an electric cable.

–Todd Butler, Coalbed Methane Blues,
sqwalk.com/media/ToddButler_CoalbedMethane
Blues.mp3

A production play consists of a large number of wells,
with all the attendant infrastructure. Typical projects may
be 300 or 600 wells or larger. BC imposes no restriction
on well density.
The construction impacts, the noise and dust, are considerable, and continue for a number of years.
Produced water must be stored for removal or reinjected, requiring its own infrastructure, wells, pumps,
etc.
The methane is naturally under low pressure — think
bike tire — and must be compressed so it can be fed into a
natural gas pipeline. The compressor units, basically stationary jet turbines, run continuously.
It’s not a pretty sight, and it’s not a pretty noise. Nor
is it constrained to a small area. CBM production is an
industrial sprawl on the landscape that can spread for
hundreds or thousands of hectares. The inherent nature of
CBM production has unacceptable consequences. It’s like
best practices for smoking cigarettes – it can’t be done.

Local issues with coalbed methane
• Environment: Assessments by Oil & Gas
Commission only
• Produced Water: Where will it go?
(Regulated pollutant in the US)
• Jobs: For locals, often First Nations, con
struction, a few maintenance. Specialized
tasks, such as drilling, by mobile crews.
• Property Values: Expect a 10 to 20% de
crease.
• Transportation and Traffic: Lots of heavy
equipment. Cost of road repair borne by public.
• Visual and Noise: Incompatible with tourism
and real estate booms.
• Economic: In BC, local government has no
authority to tax CBM production.

Well cross section
Watershed Sentinel
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Bad Gas continued
team from the Ministry was on the road continuously, seeking out private meetings with stakeholders and local decision-makers, avoiding public meetings where it could, and
suffering the indignities of an angry public where it could
not be avoided.
In 2003, the Union of BC Municipalities called for the
provincial government to freeze all CBM activity and resolve the issues with consultation, cumulative impacts and
produced water. The government ignored the resolution.
And hired more people to “consult” with communities.
Calm before the storm
By early 2007, CBM exploration activity had settled
down to the three places that represent about 97% of the
estimated CBM resource in BC.
Peace River Region, Northeast BC: 60 trillion cubic
feet (tcf), 68% of estimated potential in BC.
Hudson’s Hope Gas has drilled 16 wells in Hudson’s
Hope. The project is half owned by Geomet, and half by
Canada Energy Partners, which in turn was spawned in
2006 out of a complicated mix of mostly Louisiana-based
companies. The company will announce in June its intention to proceed to production, the first company in BC to
reach this stage.
Canadian Spirit Resources has completed four test
wells in the Farrell Creek area, downstream on the Peace
River from Hudson’s Hope. An “Experimental Scheme”
application was accepted by the MEMPR in January 2007.
East Kootenays, Southeast BC: 19 tcf , 20% of estimated potential in BC
The East Kootenay area has a long history of coal mining. Canada’s largest open-pit coal mines operate there, yet
much of the region is still unaffected by human exploitation, especially in the southern part, in the Crowsnest Coalfield and in the Flathead River drainage.
The area has also seen BC’s most heated and protracted
CBM battles. Storm Cat Energy has ten wells in production
or de-watering in the upper Elk River watershed on former
EnCana tenure. Shell Canada drilled four wells near Sparwood in 2004 on rights held by the Elk Valley Coal Partnership, but has abandoned the project following discouraging
results.
According to Flathead Wild, the Flathead River drainage “is one of the most biologically important places on
earth … a magical place of great wildness.” Proposals by
the BC government to issue oil and gas rights in the Crowsnest Coalfield — also a part of the “magical place” — and
to allow a new coal mine in the Flathead have met with
fierce opposition locally and downstream in Montana.
Watershed Sentinel

December 2003 aerial view of intense habitat fragmentation caused by CBM infrastructure (graded well pads,
access roads, and large pipeline right-of-way at center) in
San Juan Basin, New Mexico.
Image by SkyTruth, www.skytruth.org

In 2004, Premier Gordon Campbell’s press secretary
said the US concerns would be unlikely to have any impact
on CBM development.
Klappan & Groundhog Coalfields: 8.1 tcf , 9% of
estimated potential in BC
Shell Canada, now absorbed by its parent corporation,
Royal Dutch Shell, has a long-term deal with the BC government in the Klappan Coalfield. The site is at the headwaters of four of BC’s mighty rivers: the Klappan and Spatsizi
which flow into the Stikine, the Nass, and the Skeena. It
adjoins Spatsizi Plateau Wilderness Park.
Three test wells were drilled in 2004, along with seismic mapping. Shell’s exploration plan was then stalled for
two years, initially by the fierce opposition of Tahltan families from Iskut and later by failure to sign an agreement
with the Tahltan Central Council. Once an agreement with
the Tahltan is in place, drilling will start again.
The Remaining 3%
Many projects have been proposed elsewhere in BC,
but little has happened on the ground. The meeting rooms
once full in Campbell River, Courtenay, Nanaimo, Hat
Creek, Merritt, Princeton, Fernie, and Hudson’s Hope have
emptied, if only for the moment.
In the Bulkley Valley, however, it hasn’t been so quiet.
In January, Outrider Energy walked away from a Telkwa
Coalfield project, honouring a promise that if the commu12
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nity didn’t want CBM development, then Outrider would
not force it on them.
But Outrider was operating for Norwest Corp., and
Norwest hasn’t followed Outrider’s example. A Cabinet
Order in Council may be imminent, indicating Norwest’s
intention to advance a CBM project in Telkwa.
CBM in Telkwa does not just represent despoliation of
a beautiful place. The Telkwa, Bulkley and Skeena Rivers
are rich salmon bearing rivers of vital cultural and economic importance to the Wet’suwet’en. It was the Wet’suwet’en
chiefs who led the second Rally for the Valley in Smithers in March, with 600 people organized by the Citizens
Concerned about Coalbed Methane. Todd Butler’s Coalbed
Methane Blues received its premiere performance that day
in Smithers.

Q: “What if the community says ‘no’ to CBG?”
A: Local government cannot say no: “...this is not a policy discussion on whether CBG should be developed in the province
of BC, but rather how to develop this important resource....”
—BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources, FAQs,
Q: “What happens if a landowner says ‘no’ to coalbed
methane?”
A: Landowners cannot say no. A company that has acquired
drilling tenure cannot be denied access to private property to
build roads, drill, install the infrastructure, and operate the well.
A landowner can force the dispute to arbitration, but the Mediation and Arbitration Board will issue a binding order setting the
terms on which the company will have access to the private
land.

Special Deals for Those Who Might Sue
Revenues to government from oil and gas come from
two sources: the sale of drilling licences and leases (“tenures”), and royalties. Tenures have averaged $470 million a
year in the last five years. Royalties are expected to be $1.7
billion dollars on net oil and gas revenue in 2007.
In 2003 the Coalbed Gas Act made it explicit that CBM
would be governed under the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Act (P&NG), just like conventional natural gas. If a company owned the coal, it did not thereby own the P&NG rights.
A handful of companies and a few hundred individuals have
freehold coal rights based on their land title. Perhaps fearing a legal challenge, the government negotiated sweetheart
agreements with the four largest coal owners, so they can
acquire tenures until the end of 2008, either at no cost with
full royalties or at reduced cost with reduced royalties.
The four companies are Elk Valley Coal Partnership
and Tembec in southeast BC, and Weldwood (since acquired
by West Fraser) and Quinsam Mines (owned by Hillsborough Resources) on Vancouver Island. All four companies
have until the end of 2008 to exercise their rights. All four
have initiated requests for tenure.
In April, Hillsborough Resources and Cornerstone Gas
began making calls to various stakeholders in the Campbell
River area. They wanted to talk about “natural gas” exploration near the city airport.
In May, BP America wrote to Montana Governor Brian
Schweitzer: “BP is undertaking an evaluation of the potential development of coalbed natural gas resources in the
Crowsnest coal field, located within the Elk River Valley in
southeastern British Columbia, Canada.”
It is an odd way for British Columbians to discover
what deals its government has been making.

Vancouver Island’s CBM Promoters
Vancouver Island’s short history of CBM is already rich with small companies and colourful characters, spiced by the complicated legacy of the E&N
railway land grant which privatized coal ownership.
Hillsborough Resources announced in 2002 a
joint venture with Texas Canadian Ventures (TCV) to
develop Hillsborough’s CBM interests around Campbell River. TCV was obscurely registered in the Yukon,
had its office in Lubbock Texas, and Gilbert L. Dozier
of Louisiana was listed as one of its two directors.
Gilbert L. Dozier was found guilty of extortion and
racketeering while serving as Louisiana’s Agriculture
Commissioner in the 1980s. He was sentenced to
18 years in prison. President Reagan commuted his
sentence. Dozier is a principal of CAN-GAS Limited
Partnership, one of the Louisiana-based companies
which spawned Canada Energy Partners. He is a signatory to the Quinsam Mines coal tenure agreement,
also signed by Hillsborough’s CEO David Slater and
Richard Neufeld. In 2006, TCV was de-registered in
the Yukon.
Cornerstone Gas Corp. is also registered in the
Yukon. Its directors are David Slater, Vancouver lawyer Ken Krohman who specializes in mining joint ventures, Louisiana lawyer Calvin Fayard who specializes in class-action suits, and another Louisiana lawyer named Gilbert H. Dozier. Gilbert H. and Gilbert L.
are not the same Dozier. But they are co-directors of
CAN-GAS.

t
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After you pay for the logging and chipping to strip out the biomass, there is very little
revenue left to cover capital and operating costs, while the environmental deficit mounts.
Analysis by Michael Major
he May 14th Globe & Mail article “Western Companies Devise Ambitious Energy Plan” celebrates the
announcement of a forest biomass-to-electrical-energy
conversion initiative. But there is nothing green, climate
neutral, or appropriate for BC in this development. The
announcement assumes future pine forests have nothing
better to do with their banked 10,000 year accumulation
of biomass than provide it to subsidize electricity for the
illumination of Las Vegas.
It would be better on all accounts if these once and
future public forests could retain their biomass and beetle
damaged structural complexity to allow development of a
diverse complex beetle-resilient forest mosaic over the next
80 years. Stripping-off the forest for its biomass is worse
than clearcut and burn logging which at least leaves much
of the nutrient and biomass residue available for natural forest processes.

ergy (convert biomass to fuel, convert fuel to heat, convert
heat to mechanical energy, convert mechanical to electrical
energy) our 2000 GJ of fuel will convert to about 700 GJ
of marketable electricity. Inclusive of logging subsidies, the
cost of biomass fuel for electrical energy will be about $10
per GJ of electricity.

T

The construction and operation of the biomass
generating plant will involve very significant capital and
operating costs. The capacity to recoup capital and operating costs from electricity sales is severely limited by prices
available in the marketplace. BC Hydro currently sells large
scale industrial electricity in BC for $14 per GJ. Unless BC
Hydro is intent on conveying a subsidy to the biomass generating plant, the available headroom for recouping capital
and operating costs is $4 per GJ of electricity. It seems unlikely that the combined capital and operating costs of a
biomass electricity plant can be recouped within the price
headroom for large scale industrial electricity demand.
Estimating again, it seems likely that a central plant capable of converting 250,000 m3 of forest biomass into fuel
could be constructed for $100 million dollars to annually
produce 2.5 million GJ of process heat which potentially
could be converted into 875,000 GJ of grid-wheelable electricity. If all the energy produced was sold as domestic
industrial electricity, it would gross $12.25 million annually. Delivered costs of biomass for fuel at $35 per m3 would
total $8.75 million. Very little revenue would be left from
electricity sales for capital and operating costs. It makes
sense to replace industrial use of natural gas with biomass
derived process heat. But without tremendous financial
subsidy, it does not make environmental or economic sense
to use forest biomass for producing electricity.
Considering the air quality consequences, the loss of
biomass and nutrients to our forests, the rapid production
of greenhouse gasses and the likelihood that massive public
subsidy will be necessary to make this idea even look profitable, I suggest that our province may not want to invest or
risk our environment and commonwealth in this project.
t

And what about the economics? Just estimating
some numbers — recovering forest biomass (logging, onsite chipping and trucking) is going to cost about $35 per
cubic metre (m3) with much of that spent on fossil fuels.
It will cost a lot more if the Crown expects the logger to
pay stumpage, build roads, plant trees and steward the developing forest. But let’s assume government is willing to
subsidize biomass recovery to the tune of $5,000 per hectare by constructing the roads, undertaking silviculture and
abandoning its financial stumpage interest.
It takes about 1.5 m3 of wood (assume pine) to produce
a metric tonne of hogged fuel (20% moisture) which if
properly chipped has an energy value of about 15 GJ (giga
joules). In other words, stripping our interior forest of biomass will produce fuel for process heat at the rate of about
10 GJ /m3 of wood. Assuming 200 m3 recoverable woody
biomass per hectare in beetle damaged forests, the recoverable biomass fuel value per typical hectare would be about
2000 GJ.
Without including subsidies for stumpage, roads and
silviculture, our cost of biomass logging, chipping and
transport will be about $7000 for 200 m3 which will produce 2000 GJ of process heat. Generously assuming a 35%
conversion efficiency from biomass fuel to electrical enWatershed Sentinel
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The concept of Peak Oil is developing quite a political following,
although not quite so much as climate change and global warming.
os
r ijb
Peak Oil is the idea that we have reached or will soon reach the point at
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which half of all the easily extractable oil and gas around the globe has been
consumed. Although the pumps will not suddenly run dry, the cost of the remaining oil, both in money and effort, will continue to escalate, with unforeseeable impacts on the American and
global economy. A Great Depression, or a massive transformation in energy use, is generally foretold. Of
course, similar challenges will be overcome as our societies reinvent themselves and their technologies for
a sustainable energy future.
In January, the Watershed Sentinel published Sharon’s lists for Winter and Spring. Now, here are her suggestions for Summer and Fall. These To-Do’s offer a change of life for many, with rich challenges, good food, and
meaningful family and community experiences.

By Sharon Astyk

4. Firewood, woodstoves and heating materials are at their cheapest right now. Invest now for winter.
The same is true of insulating materials.

SUMMER
1. If you don’t can or dehydrate, now is the time
to learn. In most climates, you can waterbath can or dehydrate with a minimum of purchased materials, and produce is abundant and cheap. If you don’t garden, check out
your local farm stand for day-old produce or your farmer’s
market at the end of the day - they are likely to have large
quantities they are anxious to get rid of. Wild fruits are also
in abundance, or will be.

5. Back to school planning is a great time to reconsider transportation in light of peak oil. Can your children walk? Bike? If they cannot do either for reasons of
safety (rather than distance) could an adult do so with them?
Could you hire a local teenager to take them to school on
foot or by wheel? Can you find ways to carpool, if you must
drive? Grown ups can do this too.

2. Consider dehydrating outer leaves of broccoli, cabbage, etc..., and grinding the dried mixture. It can
be added to flours to increase the nutritional value of your
bread.

6. Also when getting ready to go back to school,
consider the environmental impact of your scheduling and
activities - are there ways to minimize driving/eating out/
equipment costs/fuel consumption? Could your family do
less in formal “activities” and more in family work?

3. Buy hay in the summer, rather than gradually
over the winter. Now is an excellent time to put up simple
shelters for hay storage, to avoid high early spring and winter prices.
Watershed Sentinel

7. Consider either home schooling or engaging in supplemental home education. Your kids may need a
large number of skills not provided by local public schools,
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Keep an eye out
for unharvested
fruits and nuts.

14. Begin adapting herbs and other potted plants
to indoor culture. Consider adding small tropicals - figs,
lemons, oranges, even bananas can often be grown in cold
climate homes. Obviously, if you live in a warm climate
— well, be prepared for some jealousy from the rest of us
come February!
15. Plant a fall garden in high summer — peas,
broccoli, kale, lettuces, beets, carrots, turnips, etc… All of
the above will last well into early winter in even the harshest climates, and with proper techniques or in milder areas,
will provide you with fresh food all year long.
16. Put up a new clothesline! Consider hand
washing clothes outside, since everyone will probably enjoy getting wet (and cool) anyhow.
17. If you have access to safe waters, go fishing.
Get some practice, and learn a new skill.
18. Encourage pick-up games at your house.
Post-peak, children will need to know how to entertain
themselves.

Photo by E. Strijbos

and a critical perspective that they certainly won’t learn in
an institutional setting. Teach them.

19. For teens, encourage them to develop their
own home businesses over the summers. Whether doing
labor or creating a product, you may rely on them eventually to help support the family. Or have them clean out your
closets and attic and help you reorganize. Let them sell the
stuff.

8. Try and minimize air conditioning and electrical use during high Summer. Take cool showers or baths,
use ice packs, reserve activity when possible for early am
or evening. Rise at 4 am and get much of your work done
then.

20. Buy a hand pushed lawn mower if you have
less than 1 acre of grass. New ones are easy to push and
pleasant, and will save you energy and that unpleasant gas
smell.

9. Consider adding a solar powered attic fan,
available from Real Goods www.realgoods.com.
10. Don’t go on vacation. Spend your energy and
money making your home a paradise instead. Throw a barbecue, a party or an open house, and invite the neighbours
in. Get to know them.

21. Keep an eye out for unharvested fruits and
nuts - many suburban and rural areas have berry and fruit
bushes that no one harvests. Take advantage and put up the
fruit.

11. Be prepared for summer blackouts, some
quite extensive. Have emergency supplies and lighting at
hand.

22. Practice extreme water conservation during the summer. Mulch to reduce the need for irrigation.
Bathe less often and with less water. Reduce clothes washing when possible.

12. Practice living, cooking and camping outside, so that you will be comfortable doing so if necessary.
Everyone in the family can learn basic outdoors skills.

23. This is an excellent time to toilet train children — they can run around naked if necessary and accidents will do no harm. Try and get them out of diapers now,
before winter.

13. Make your own summer camp. Instead of
sending kids to soccer camp, create an at-home skills camp
that helps prepare people for Peak oil. Invite the neighbour
kids to join you. Have a blast!
Watershed Sentinel

24. Consider replacing lawns with something
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that doesn’t have to be mowed — ground covers like vetch,
moss, even edibles like wintergreen or lingonberry, chamomile or mint.

8. The best time to expand your garden is now
— till or mulch and let sod rot over the winter. Add soil
amendments, manure, compost and lime.

25. If it is summer time, then the living is probably
easy. Take some time to enjoy it - to picnic, to celebrate democracy (and try and bring one about), to explore your own
area, walk in the nearby woods.

9. Now is an excellent time to start the 100
mile diet in most locales. Stores and farms and markets are
bursting with delicious local produce and products. Eat local and learn new recipes.

FALL
1. Simple, cheap insulating strategies (window quilts and blankets, draft stoppers, etc...) are easily
made from cheap or free materials — Thrift stores, for example, often have jeans, tshirts and shrunken wool sweaters, of quality too poor to sell, that can be used for quilting
material and batting. They are available where I am for a
nominal price, and I’ve heard of getting them free.

10. Rose hip season is coming - most food storage items are low in accessible vitamin C. Harvest wild
or tame unsprayed rose hips, and dry them for tea to
ensure long-term good health. Rose hips are delicious
mixed with raspberry leaves and lemon balm.
11. Discounts on alcohol are common between Halloween and Christmas — this is an excellent time to stock up on booze for personal, medicinal,
trade or cooking needs. Pick up some vanilla beans
as well, and make your own vanilla out of that cheap
vodka.
Continued on Page 18 

2. Stock up for winter as though the hard times
will begin this year. Besides dried and canned foods, don’t
forget root cellarable and storable local produce, and season extension (cold frames, greenhouses, etc.) techniques
for fresh food when you make your food inventory.
3. Thanksgiving sales tend to be when supermarkets offer the cheapest deals on excellent supplements
to food storage, like shortening, canned pumpkin, spices,
etc. I’ve also heard of stores giving turkeys away free with
grocery purchases — turkeys can then be cooked, canned
and stored. Don’t forget to throw in storable ingredients for
your family’s holiday staples. In hard times, any kind of
celebration or continuity is appreciated.

Fall is the
cheapest time
to buy livestock,
either to keep or
for butchering.

4. Go leaf rustling for your garden and compost pile. If you happen into places where people leave their
leaves out for pickup, grab the bags and set them to composting or mulching your own garden.
5. Plant a last crop of over wintering spinach,
and enjoy in the fall and again in spring.
6. Consider planting a bed of winter wheat.
Chickens can even graze it lightly in the fall, and it will be
ready to harvest in time to use the bed for your fall garden.
Even a small bed will yield enough to make quite a bit of
fresh, delicious bread.
Photo by E. Strijbos

7. Hit those last yard sales, or back to school
sales and buy a few extra clothes (or cloth to make them) for
growing children and extra shoes for everyone. They will
be welcome in storage, particularly if prices rise because of
trade issues or inflation.
Watershed Sentinel
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12. Gardening equipment, and things like
rainbarrels go on sale in the late summer/early fall.
And nurseries often are trying to rid themselves of
perennial plants - including edibles and medicinals. It
isn’t too late to plant them in most parts of the country,
although some care is needed in purchasing for things
that have become rootbound.

19. If there is a gleaning program near you (either for charity or personal use) consider joining. If not,
start one. Considerable amounts of food are wasted in the
harvesting process, and you can either add to your storage
or benefit your local shelters and food pantries.
20. Dig out those down comforters, extra blankets, hats with the earflaps, flannel jammies, etc. You don’t
need heat in your sleeping areas — just warm clothes and
blankets.

13. Local honey will be at its cheapest —
now is the time to stock up. Consider making friends
with the beekeeper, and perhaps taking lessons yourself.

21. Learn a skill that can be done in the dark
or by candlelight, while sitting with others in front of a heat
source. Knitting, crocheting, whittling, rug braiding, etc.
can all be done mostly by touch with little light, and are
suitable for companionable evenings. In addition, learn to
sing, play instruments, recite memorized speeches and poetry, etc. as something to do on dark winter evenings.

14. Fall is the cheapest time to buy livestock, either to keep or for butchering. Many 4Hers,
and those who simply don’t want to keep excess animals over the winter are anxious to find buyers now. In
many cases, at auction, I see animals selling for much
less than the meat you can expect to obtain from their
carcass is worth.

22. While I wouldn’t expect deer or turkey hunting to be a major food source in coming times (I would expect large game to be driven back to near-extinction pretty
quickly), it is worth having those skills, and also the skills
necessary to catch the less commonly caught small game,
like rabbits, squirrel, etc.

15. Most cold climate housing has or could
have a “cold room/area” — a space that is kept cool
enough during the fall and winter to dispense with the
necessity of a refrigerator, but that doesn’t freeze. If
you have separate fridge and freezer, consider disconnecting your fridge during the cooler weather to save
utility costs and conserve energy. You can build a cool
room by building in a closet with a window, and insulating it with styrofoam panels.

23. Use a solar cooker or parabolic solar cooker
whenever possible to prepare food. Or eat cool salads and
raw foods. Not only won’t you heat up the house, but you’ll
save energy.

16. Now is a great time to build community
(and get stuff done) by instituting a local “work bee” invite neighbours and friends to come help either with
a project for your household, or to share in some good
deed for another community member. Provide food,
drink, tools and get to work on whatever it is (building, harvesting, quilting, knitting — the sky is the limit), and at the same time strengthen your community.
Make sure that next time, the work benefits a different
neighbour or community member.

24. A majority of children are born in the summer or early fall, which suggests that some of us are doing
more than keeping warm! Now is a good time to get one’s
birth control updated.
25. Celebrate the harvest - this is a time of luxury
and plenty, and should be treated as such and enjoyed that
way. Cook, drink, eat, talk, sing, pray, dance, laugh, invite
guests. Winter is long and comes soon enough.
Celebrate!

17. Most local charities get the majority of
their donations between now and December. Consider dividing your charitable donations so that they are
made year round, but adding extra volunteer hours to
help your group handle the demands on them in the
fall.

t
First published on Sharon’s website, Our Victory at
Home, www.ourvictoryathome.com. More of Sharon’s
writing is available at her Casaubon’s
Book blog, www.casaubonsbook.
blogspot.com.

18. Many medicinal and culinary herbs are at
their peak now. Consider learning about them and drying
some for winter use.

Published December 17, 2006
by Energy Bulletin, http://www.energybulletin.net
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Green Roofs
Green roofs aren’t the future: They’re already here.

Photo by birdw0rks - http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/

SUSTAINABLE LIVING

by Leslie Gillett
Green roofs are a concept familiar to most people now
as they’ve become very popular in recent years. Green roofs
are an extension of the existing roof that allows plants, trees,
and shrubs to grow in a lightweight growing medium. Generally green roofs are on top of a human-made structure
and can be located below, at or above grade.
There are three types of green roof systems:
• Complete systems where all different components
including roof membrane are an integral part of the whole
system
•
Modular systems that are positioned above the existing roofing system
•
Pre-cultivated vegetation blankets that consist of
growing medium and plants that are rolled onto the existing roofing system with drainage mats and root barriers as
required.
As with any environmental feature, there are costs associated with the installation and maintenance in order to
enjoy the benefits of the green roof. As new products are
perfected, associated costs and efficiency of installation
and use will make going green easier and less expensive.
Toyota Roof Gardens, a subsidiary of the car company,
has developed the TM9 self-watering turf mat, a system
composed of 20 inch squares of grass on an irrigating base.
The system is designed for building green roofs as easily
as laying down carpet, and since the base layer connects

directly to irrigation systems, the mats are self watering.
The unit is only 2 inches thick, which results in a reduced roof load compared to other types of green roof systems that contain a thicker soil layer. The grass itself is a
special brand of Korean velvet grass that only needs to be
cut once a year. The system has a price of US $43 per 20
inch square tile, which is still a bargain in terms of reduced
installation and maintenance costs, as well as a cost savings
if the building’s roof doesn’t need any structural upgrading
to account for the increased weight of a conventional green
roof.
This system, as with all green roofs, provides a natural
cooling effect as well as excellent thermal insulation for a
building. Green roofs can also remove carbon dioxide from
the air and supply oxygen, and are an excellent addition to
any flat-roofed building. The TM9 turf mat would be an
easy way to add a green roof to almost any building. It
might even be possible to install the system inside, to make
living carpet.
Green roofs aren’t the future: They’re already here. In
Chicago, 2.5 million square feet of downtown roof space is
now covered with hardy plants such as sedum and prairie
grass — the better to lower heating and air-conditioning
costs (by 10 percent or more) and dramatically reduce rainwater runoff.
The Windy City’s rooftops aren’t alone: The total
square footage of green roofs in the United States is growing at the healthy rate of 125 percent a year.

America’s rooftops could generate 964 TWh
(24 percent of US sustainable electricity needs) if
solar shingles were used to roof an average of 540
square feet of every dwelling. Many open air car
parks could also be covered, providing welcome
shade for the vehicles.
—Guy Dauncey, www.earthfuture.com
Watershed Sentinel

Solar Shingles
Solar shingles are another interesting roofing innovation. Why not put the sunlight your roof soaks up during the
day to good use?
Photovoltaic (PV) shingles provide the same look,
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protection, and durability as asphalt shingles but have the
added benefit of converting sunlight into electricity that can
power your home (or specific appliances), reducing the need
for electricity generated from fossil fuels and lowering your
electricity costs.
PV shingles work best on south-facing roofs that are
not shaded by trees for a significant portion of the day. To
determine the best solar energy option for your home or
find a professional installer, visit the Canadian Solar Industries Association, a joint industry-government information
resource at http://www.cansia.ca
• TROJAN AND HALLETT UV SYSTEMS FOR DISINFECTION
• BIOSAND SYSTEMS FOR IRON-MN-H2S-TOC-TANNINS
• REVERSE OSMOSIS FOR SALT AND HEAVY METALS
• CUSTOM DESIGNED WATER TREATMENT PACKAGES

Green Walls
While you are renovating or starting a new building
project, here’s another idea: green walls.
“They’re taking off faster than green roofs,” says Chad
Sichello, president and CEO of G-Sky, a Vancouver, British
Columbia, company that offers both.
Starting at $100 per square foot, G-Sky will install
plant-filled wall panels that can go on any vertical surface
— meaning G-Sky just quintupled its opportunity. After
all, “for every roof out there, there are four walls,” says Steven Peck, founder of the Toronto-based industry association Green Roofs for Healthy Cities, who says he expects
the vertical greenery market to be “huge.”
Green walls can provide as much money-saving insulation as green roofs, but put less load-bearing strain on the
building. Whole Foods, Vancouver International Airport,
and the W Hotels chain are early G-Sky clients.

Residential - Lodges - Commercial
First Nations

320 Mary St., Victoria BC V9A 3V9
www.watertiger.net
250-412-1110 info@watertiger.net

Carbon Trading
And that’s just the start. G-Sky is looking long-term,
to a world where carbon-trading is king and companies are
eager to offset their greenhouse gas emissions. What better
way to do that than to cover your building with greenery?
“Even in small plants, there’s a very easy calculation
for how much carbon they offset,” Sichello says.
Green walls can also help offset the newly identified
urban heat island effect: All the heat-absorbing surfaces in
a city raise its temperature to as much as 8 degrees higher
than that of the surrounding countryside. Peck says no North
American city will have enough green roofs and walls to
combat this effect before 2027 — not even Chicago.
t
Sources and links:
www.greenroofs.org;
www.g-sky.com
the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund
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Snapshot
of the future

Ocean Energy for Quadra Island

TAKE 1
by Carol Gray

Q

uadra Island, at the north end
of Georgia Strait between
Vancouver Island and the BC
mainland, is about to make a name for
itself in the field of renewable ocean
energy. Campbell River-based Canoe
Pass Tidal Energy Corp. has partnered with Focus Environmental and
Calgary-based New Energy Corp. to
develop a demonstration tidal-current
energy project in Canoe Pass, which
runs between Quadra and Maud islands near Seymour Narrows.
If the site can ultimately generate
5-7 megawatts of power during peak
times – and computer models say it
can – it could provide a significant
portion of Quadra Island’s power.
Canoe Pass Tidal Energy Corp. is
a founding member of Ocean Renewable Energy Group (OREG), a registered not-for-profit Canadian society
headquartered in British Columbia.
OREG’s goal is to lead the effort to
make Canada a leader in providing
ocean energy solutions to a world
market.
Thor Peterson is a director of Canoe Pass Tidal Energy and president
of BC Tidal Corporation. Peterson
has an extensive knowledge of tidal
waters throughout the east coast of
Vancouver Island and the mainland
from his water taxi service days in the
50s and 60s and commercial fishing
experience in Johnston Strait.
Mr. Peterson says that Quadra Island has been blessed. “I’ve traveled
Watershed Sentinel

all over the world,” says Mr. Peterson
“and Quadra Island’s location provides possibly the best tidal energy
in North America. That’s why this
project at Canoe Pass holds such potential. This demonstration may very
well be instrumental in leading the
rest of Canada and the world in the
field of sustainable hydropower.”
Exactly what is sustainable hydropower? “Simply put,” Thor Peterson says, “it’s the harnessing and extraction of the natural energy in moving water with minimal impact on the
existing natural habitat and marine
life.
“Quadra Island’s location
provides possibly the
best tidal energy
in North America”

”Sustainable hydropower has a
negligible effect on the environment
because it uses environmentally benign equipment and approaches,” he
says. “And that’s what we want to do:
generate electricity in a clean, green
way.
“We’re partnering with New Energy Corporation Inc. (NECI),” Mr.
Peterson says, “because we think they
have the very best turbine technology
for the Canoe Pass application.”
Contacted at his office in Calgary, Clayton Bear, President of New
Energy Corporation Inc. explained
that NECI’s technology builds on
work carried out by the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) on a
Vertical Axis Hydro Turbine. NECI’s
22

proprietary EnCurrent technology, he
says “enables the extraction of electricity from water currents without the
need for the dams and barrages traditionally required to generate electricity from water, minimizing impact on
the natural habitat. Additionally, the
slow movement of the EnCurrent Turbine minimizes potential fish kill in
the generation of electricity.”
Based on the design of the Darrieus Wind Turbine, any NECI’s EnCurrent Turbine is able to extract
40% to 45% of the energy in the water
moving through it.
One of the unique properties of
the Darrieus Turbine design is that it
is able to capture the energy from the
water irrespective of the direction of
the current. This property enables the
EnCurrent Turbine to harness the energy contained in both flood and ebb
tides.
The Comox-Strathcona Regional
District (CSRD) gave tidal power zoning to the Canoe Pass Energy project
to install the tidal power generation
turbines. In a world where the future
often looks increasingly grim this
Canoe Pass project is a rare positive
news story.
t
Carol Gray is the editor of Quadra Island’s weekly publication, the
Hungry Eye, where this article first
appeared: www.hungryeye.biz
For more information: www.oreg.ca
and www.newenergycorp.ca
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Ontario’s Big Solar Farm

Work on North America’s biggest solar power
plant will start in 2008 in Ontario. Once complete
in 2010, the 40-megawatt project, near Sarnia in
southwestern Ontario, will be able to supply enough
emission-free electricity for 24,000 homes.
The solar farm will stretch across nearly 365
hectares, and about one million panels will be erected as high as 7 meters off the ground. The cost is
undisclosed but typically a project in a 10 megawatt
range would cost up to $80 million Canadian.
The Ontario Power Authority has agreed to purchase the electricity under a 20-year contract for 42
cents a kilowatt-hour, under its renewable energy
program.
In the meantime, the way sea sponges deposit
silica has inspired low cost methods for manufacturing solar semi-conductors.
—http://www.planetark.com, April 26 2007,
American Chemcial Soceity, March 2007

Rent Paradise by the Week!

We offer marketing, booking,
and care of select vacation
homes on Cortes Island.
Whether you are looking
for a vacation rental or want
to rent your home out on a
short term basis call today
for more information.

US Ocean Power
The Americans are working to develop oceanbased power along the west coast. Jay Inslee, a
Washington State representative, has filed a bill to
level the playing field for marine power. His Marine
and Hydrokinetic Renewable Energy Promotion
Act, would provide loans for the development of
new technologies and extend renewable energy tax
credits to such utilities. It also would pump $50 million a year into marine-energy research for 10 years
to help overcome hurdles such as integrating the
power into the grid and creating infrastructure that
can survive in harsh marine environments.
Snohomish County Public Utility District is
currently studying the feasibility of developing tidal
power in Puget Sound. The utility estimates that
1600 turbines in seven locations could generate
enough electricity for 60,000 homes.
Meanwhile Ocean Renewable Power Corporation has received preliminary permits for two experimental tidal power projects in Cook Inlet and
Resurrection Bay, Alaska. The project will start by
testing a scaled-down prototype in 2008.
“We’ll need a range of new technologies to
supply our energy needs in a carbon-constrained
world,” added Inslee. “Marine power will be an important part of the clean-energy mix.”
—ORPC press release, April 24, 2007;
US Rep. Jay Inslee Press Release, April 24, 2007
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B.C. Travel Agent #35165

www.cortesislandvacationrentals.com

1-800-939-6644
or 250-935-6711

Quadra Credit Union
The Discovery Island’s Full Service
Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941
Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327
Cortes Island Office – 250 935 6617
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But the world is also swarming with evil influences – the offspring of ignorance, the spawn of avarice, the
progeny of violence. We’re bombarded every day with reports of their dealings: the masters of war, the architects of
genocide, the merchants of famine and mass dislocation. In
especially dark times like these we grow weary under their
onslaught. Year after year we see the landscape scraped
bare of its verdure, the oceans dredged of fish and every
other living thing, the air a choking haze. The monster of
global warming gloats over us and expands its power day
by day. We watch hopelessly as ice caps melt, glaciers retreat, and deserts advance, driving millions of people and
creatures before them. Species tumble into extinction. Humans huddle in poverty, disease and misery.
By a trick of history, we here in this blessed place are
spared for the moment the worst of these evils. But certainly not all, because here, as elsewhere, the landscape seethes
with speculators, opportunists and carpet-baggers who
view every piece of earth as nothing more than a chance
for plunder and exploitation. They’re everywhere around us
now – the scream of chainsaws, the crashing down of great
trees, the thunder of explosives, the gouging out of earth,
the incessant roar of trucks hauling rock and rubble from
place to place. Their greed is a blight on the planet, an evil
spirit to be feared and resisted.
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Some inspiration from author and
humourist Des Kennedy in a speech
given Earth Day 07 in the Comox
Valley, Vancouver Island

I

t’s great to be here today at this prestigious gathering of
earthlings, and thanks to the organizers for getting the
event together and inviting me to participate.

Exactly one week ago today I was standing on the cobbled lane of an ancient stone village along the lower slopes
of a massive snow-capped mountain called Jade Dragon
Mountain in the south-west corner of China. We’d spent
the previous two weeks exploring gardens and landscapes,
from the stupendous bustle of Shanghai to this tiny and remote mountain village.

Here, as elsewhere, the landscape seethes with
speculators, opportunists and carpet-baggers who
view every piece of earth as nothing more than a
chance for plunder and exploitation.

One of the great features of the classical Chinese
garden is that it embodies a belief, held for many, many
centuries — a belief that the landscape is alive, that soil,
stone, springs, streams and trees all possess vital energies.
That the earth itself has a soul. The classical garden was
designed to accommodate and encourage the currents of
energizing force moving through the dragon veins of earth.
The Chinese believed that the landscape swarmed with
supernatural forces, some benign, some evil, that must be
venerated, placated or feared.
Though long lost in the sweatshops of modern Shanghai and Guangzhou, that ancient way of understanding the
energies of earth seems to me entirely sensible. At risk of
being hauled away kicking and screaming by some psychological trauma squad, I’ll confess to you openly that I
believe the earth we celebrate today is indeed alive with
magical creatures and elements. They are to be found in
woodlands and gardens, in fields and waterways. And they
are our lifeblood. It is their benign influence that makes the
earth a place of such stunning beauty.
Watershed Sentinel

Here, as everyplace else, and perhaps more than ever in
the history of our species, the times cry out for leadership.
For people of vision and selflessness capable of coordinating a complete reversal of the destructive path we’re hurtling down. But what do we have? A prime minister doling
out tax concessions to our worst polluters. A premier with
billions to spend on winter games but nothing for people
sleeping in doorways. Billions in surplus while kids go hungry and housing for seniors disappears. Hospitals closed or
in chaos. Municipal officials developing backaches from
repeatedly bending over to kiss the arses of Kensington
Developments and Trilogy Corporation and any other fastbuck artist who wants to tear up community plans and valley visions in exchange for thousands of ticky-tacky boxes
sprawling indiscriminately all over the landscape. Even on
little Denman Island we’ve got oily developers trying to undermine our community plan by lulling the gullible with a
fake precious “gift” to the community.
And don’t get me started on those geniuses from the
24
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Vancouver Island Health Authority with their hospital in
the middle of nowhere that nobody who knows anything
about medical care really wants. I mean, what’s the vision
here? That ambulances screaming down the highway from
Campbell River will start sliding on black ice or hydroplaning on pooled water, triggering multiple car pile-ups
and resultant injuries to keep hospital business brisk? And
business is the word. Business is always the word when it
comes to selling off the commonwealth to fat cats from God
knows where.

recycling. Wal-Mart goes organic. The Home Depot croons
with soft music and a seductive female voice-over that it
has more than a thousand earth-friendly products on its
shelves. Up in Cumberland, Trilogy Corporation congratulates itself that the sensitive areas at the Roy Creek headwaters will be built up as residential lots rather than as big box
stores. I mean, who even wants to ride the green bandwagon
anymore, when it’s overcrowded with slimy spin meisters,
revisionists and opportunistic shysters? I ask you, what’s
next? Are we to be treated to the monstrous spectacle of the
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen – a gentleman who’s made
a lifelong career of fornicating with land speculators and
developers while sneering at his environmentally-aware
constituents – are we to see him now lumbering aboard the
bandwagon and proclaiming himself forever green? I tell
you, it’s enough to make the stomach turn.

This better place is one of brilliant connectivity:
We are connected both with the human community
and with the natural world.

Then, to add insult to injury, our elected representatives all take a look at the latest polling numbers and instantly start calling themselves green. Harper decides overnight
that maybe he won’t wait until 2050 to start reducing greenhouse gasses. After dismantling the environment ministry,
pushing ahead on offshore oil and gas drilling, and trying
to turn provincial parks into resort developments, suddenly Gordo Campbell’s Captain Green and is dashing off to
compare his enviro-biceps with Arnold Schwarzenegger. Is
this comedy or tragedy? Or merely farce?
I mean who wants these phonies and their glib spin
doctors clambering onto the green bandwagon anyway?
It used to be such a comfortably uncluttered little vehicle,
didn’t it? Up front, of course, there’d be Ruth Masters wailing away on her harmonica as we rolled off to the demo
de jour. Melda Buchanan would be alongside wise-cracking about the knuckle-draggers in Courtenay and Comox
city councils. Jim Egan, Betty and Jim Lunam, Catherine
Capes and David Fraser and a cluster of other irregulars
would be on board. Oh, and the battles we had as our numbers swelled. Forcing the Comox-Strathcona Regional District to upgrade their laughable sewage treatment system.
Protesting the presence of US nuclear weapons at Comox
air base. Saving Seal Bay Park and McDonald Wood. Preventing pesticide spraying along the E & N rail line. Outfoxing MacMillan Bloedel in their plans for a massive log
booming operation at Buckley Bay. Getting arrested by the
dozens in Strathcona Park and at Clayquout Sound and at
the Nimpkish. Raising hell wherever we could, and all the
time being derided as tree-huggers and enviro-wackos.

What Stanley and Gordo and our good friend Steve and their ilk don’t know, and likely will never know, is
that living successfully on the earth is, in its most highly
evolved form, an exercise in harmony. Harmony: the combining of parts, elements or related things, so as to form a
consistent and orderly whole, likely to produce an aesthetically pleasing effect.
Extracting genetic material from an arctic flounder and
embedding it in the genetic makeup of a strawberry in order
to enhance the fruit’s tolerance to cold is not an act of harmony. Flinging up a Wal-Mart over there, and a Superstore
over here and a Home Depot up there, with thousands of
automobiles spewing carbon dioxide as they trundle from
one to another possesses not a single hint of harmony. Consuming 45,000 fossil fuel calories to produce a one-pound
steak containing less than one thousand calories is not an
act of harmony. Town councils ignoring the plainly stated
wishes of a community in order to accommodate land developments that generate enormous windfall profits while
returning almost nothing to the communities they parasitize, are agents of profound disharmony. Constructing a privatized white elephant hospital in the wilds of Dove Creek
is not an act of harmony. (And I say “good on yer” to those
tenacious volunteers who continue to oppose that stupidity.)
Of course we know all this – it’s why we’re here today. We’ve moved beyond identifying and lamenting the
problems associated with avarice and ignorance. We look
instead to developing solutions based on harmony with the
natural world and the human community. We seek to answer one of humankind’s most fundamental questions, as
posed by Frances Moore Lappe: How can we build communities in tune with nature’s wisdom in which no one, any-

And now we have the unholy spectacle of the very
people we were struggling against all along, standing up and
thumping their chests to proclaim how green they are. Preston Manning announces with great fanfare that he’s begun
Watershed Sentinel
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Thoughts on Harmony

where, has to worry about having a place to live and being
able to put safe, healthy food on the table?
Even on our darkest days we have to remember that
components of an answer to this question are arising from
many places and many people working all over the globe.
It arises in part from each of us here today. And the coalescing of those efforts – encompassing farmer activists in
Bangladesh and Kenya’s Green Belt tree planters, as well
as community garden operators just down the block – the
combining of these parts into a whole, begins to trace the
outlines of a sublime and hopeful harmony in life beyond
the killing fields of Monsanto and the junk consumerism of
Wal-Mart.
This new place, this better place, is one of brilliant
The combining of these parts into a whole, begins
to trace the outlines of a sublime and hopeful
harmony in life beyond the killing fields of Monsanto
and the junk consumerism of Wal-Mart.

connectivity: We are connected both with the human community and with the natural world. Here we encounter a
landscape seething with vital energies in which all things
are fully alive and animated, all things are sacred, possessed of something our ancestors identified as soul. And
our inner landscape too is an element of that harmony. Our
longings and memories, our dreams and fears, our love for
the other, these too flow through us and into the good earth.
And into the food we plant and harvest and share. Just as
every seed we sow this time of year is an explosive kernel
of immense possibility, so too the act of truly reconnecting with the earth – not in some wishy-washy sentimental
sloganeering – but in the sublime passion of soil and wind,
water and birdsong and silence – that reconnection empowers us to assert our rights to a clean, peaceful and equitable
living space.
This destructive rubbish we see going on around us
does not have to be. It is not inevitable, not unstoppable. It
thrives only when despair or fear or indifference permit it.
The benign energies of Earth herself are vastly more powerful than the accumulated ignorances of human avarice.
Make no mistake about it: Touching the earth, loving the
earth holds the astonishing possibility of transforming our
lives and our society.

LIFE CAN BE A BOWL OF CHERRIES!

Tart Montmorency Cherry Concentrate is
100% pure. No preservatives, additives, food colouring added sugar. Freshly harvested, filtered,
and cold filled, it contains significant quantities
of melatonin, a powerful antioxidant, and phytochemicals called anthocyanins. Tart Montmorency Cherry
Concentrate is naturally loaded with nutrients, including
vitamin A, beta carotene, vitamin B6, thiamine, phosphorus, iron, calcium and potassium. One 30ml serving is the
equivalent of 6 servings of fruit!
For more information about this and other health-related
products please contact Terri at: 250-285-2117 or visit www.
immunotec.com/terri I look forward to hearing from you!

What on earth can we do? Resist. Resist. Resist
steadfastly the things that destroy. Nurture just as steadfastly the things that enliven. And celebrate the Earth, with
joy, with love, for every day is Earth Day.
t
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Have You Heard?
Compiled by Delores Broten
Anti-Idle Bylaws
In Vancouver, any drivers caught letting their engines
idle for more than three minutes could be subject to fines
ranging from $50 for a basic violation to $100 for heavy
trucks and unattended vehicles. An anti-idle bylaw was
passed last year but hasn’t been enforced until now.
Meanwhile, in Victoria, the Oak Bay Green Committee and GreenGatherings have launched a community-wide
No Engine Idling campaign targeting the schools. The campaign provided schools with No Engine Idling Aluminum
Signs and Information Kits.
Natural Resources’ Canada recommends engine idling
for no more than ten seconds while running errands, chatting with a friend, waiting at the ferry or picking your children up after school. Unnecessary vehicle idling is a health
concern, causing major pollutants, and a serious contributor
to greenhouse gases.
—Vancouver Province, March 2007;
Oak Bay Green Committee, May 2007

logging over spotted owl protection. The BC government is
also the largest logger of owl habitat through their Timber
Sales Program.
The government plan coincides with a court case
brought by Sierra Legal, that aims to force the Canadian
government to protect the owls’ habitat using the federal
Species at Risk Act. Documents obtained in the court case
reveal that Ottawa contemplated intervening in April 2006
in the face of continued logging by BC but chose not to after
the BC government promised that steps would be taken to
recover the owl population and protect their habitat.
—Sierra Legal Press Release, May 17 2007

Species at Risk! BC’s Spotted Owls
In May, a document leaked to Sierra Legal revealed BC
government plans to capture at least half and perhaps all of
Canada’s most endangered bird, the northern spotted owl,
and put them in zoos while their last habitat is logged.
Just 16 spotted owls remain in the Canadian wilderness, in southwestern British Columbia. Government scientists have identified the loss of habitat due to logging as the
primary threat to the owl. The logging is approved under a
BC government management plan for owls that prioritizes

Cross-Canada Green Power Corridor
Provincial ministers, First Nations, environmental organizations and electricity infrastructure and financing executives met in Ottawa in April to initial framework principles for a cross-Canada Green Power Corridor, a transmission grid. Canada has abundant viable green power that
could be accessed through an enhanced grid structure, including 163,173 MW hydro and 175,000 MW wind power.
—Corporate Knights, April 19, 2007

Venezuela Prohibits GM
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez Frias has announced that the cultivation of genetically modified crops
will be prohibited on Venezuelan soil, possibly establishing
the most sweeping restrictions on transgenic
crops in the western hemisphere.
“This project is
Full details of the policy are still forthterminated.”
Injected Carbon Gas Storage
coming, but the statement by President Hugo
The former head of Broken Hill PropChavez will lead to the cancellation of a con-Venezuelan
erties (BHP) in Australia has suggested the
tract that Venezuela had negotiated with the
President Hugo
long-term storage of the carbon waste may
US-based Monsanto Corporation.
Chavez
be as difficult as dealing with nuclear waste.
Before a recent international gathering of
Paul Anderson, who ran BHP-Billiton in
supporters in Caracas, Chavez admonished
2002 and still sits on its board, told the Herald: “People
GM crops as contrary to interests and needs of the nation’s
can’t believe you’re safe putting nuclear waste five miles
farmers and farmworkers. He then zeroed in on Monsanto’s
under the ground when it’s petrified in glass. How are they
plans to plant up to 500,000 acres of transgenic soybeans
going to feel safe putting pressurised gas under the ground?
in Venezuela.
I think it’s as big as the issue of nuclear waste. What are you
“I ordered an end to the project,” said Chavez, upon
going to do with millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide that is
learning that GM crops were involved. “This project is ternot nearly as compact as nuclear waste?”
minated.”
—Sydney Morning Herald, March 24 2007
—Venezuelanalysis.com, May 31, 2007
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pers. After that she reported for CBC’s noon show Almanac
while finishing her degree in ethics. Leslie and her family
have lived on Denman Island for 14 years.
Snapshots from the Future
Leslie has helped the Watershed Sentinel team conceptualize a new feature at the ’Shed – Snapshots from the
Future. We are all aware of some of the grimmer implications of the news we cover, but increasingly the mainstream
media is taking over the job of that reporting. Now we can
focus on “What’s next?” Of course we will continue to sort
and sift the news, biologic, scientific and technical developments, for those we think you want to know about, but we
want to fast forward now to the future. Not the near future,
with its predicted (but not inevitable) chaos, mayhem, environmental refugees and economic meltdown, but the far
future, a hundred years or more down the road. We want
to focus on the seeds of the new society, which although
struggling to be born, is embedded now all around us. Look
for Snapshots in all our new issues, and send us those you
see around you – whether it is conservation planning or a
technofix. We need to keep our eyes on the far horizon, because that’s our real destination.

Neither Rain Nor Snow
During the production of some issues, we here at the
’Shed feel a bit like the US Pony Express – neither designer
flu, nor internet server crashes or writers losing copy in major meltdowns can keep us from staggering, eventually, to
press. This issue is off to the printer now, and the next one
not due until late September. And here’s the reminder – it is
your subscription which pays the major bills we incur each
time we print and mail the magazine, so pop your subscription in the mail now, to help us get that shiny new Fall issue
to press! It is only your subscriptions and donations which
keep us in print.

Recycling Problem?
A reader from Nanaimo BC tells us that she is made
to throw our covers in the garbage when recycling the Watershed Sentinel because the paper can’t be mixed. The
Nanaimo Recycling Society collection, however, takes the
whole magazine. Yes, we know most of you put the old
’Sheds in racks, at hospitals etc., but sometimes old issues
just have to be reincarnated as recycled paper. We want to
know whether this strange problem is unique to the Hub
City or if anyone else has trouble recycling the magazine?
Please get in touch.

100% Recycled Electrons
Now that www.watershedsentinel.ca is up and functioning again after some radical corrective action, we’ll be
refreshing the content and catching up on some of the stories we haven’t posted. Also we want to remind subscribers
(and only subscribers) that they can receive access to an
electronic copy of each issue as soon as we send it to the
printer. If you want your paper copy too, that’s fine. Just let
us know at orders@watershedsentinel.ca

Yes, We Really Moved
When you’re getting in touch, remember that we have
moved – our new address is Box 1270, Comox BC V9M
7Z8. Our good friends at the Whaletown post office are still
forwarding the mail, but it would help everyone out if you
updated your address book. We never did manage to get Telus to forward our phone calls, despite repeated promises,
so you can only reach us at 250-339-6117.

Welcome!
Readers will have noticed new bylines in the ’Shed this
year. Valhalla Wilderness Society Chair Anne Sherrod is
honing her extensive writing and research skills by updating stories for us, providing some welcome Canadian context missing from the mainstream press. Researcher Arthur
Caldicott continues to write on energy matters, as he has
since the beginning of the GSX pipeline struggle. Now we
can’t believe our good luck that veteran journalist Leslie
Gillett is coming on board to provide regular reportage on a
range of issues. While she started newspaper work in 1979
in the Lower Mainland, ’Shed readers may best remember
Leslie’s byline in the Vancouver Province as that paper’s
first columnist on environmental issues. Her GreenSpace
column ran for seven years in various daily and weekly paWatershed Sentinel

Road Trip
Editors Don Malcolm and Delores Broten are planning
an extensive road trip this summer, from the Big Island on
one coast to the Big Island on the other. If you have something going on in your neighbourhood that you think we
should take a look at, give us a call or an email (editor@
watershedsentinel.ca) before the end of June.
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Now, Canada is helping
another fading empire attempt
to impose its will on Afghanistan.

by David Orchard and Michael Mandel

by the British and American governments despite widespread scientific approval for its methodology (including
the British government’s own chief scientific adviser).
On April 11, 2007, the Red Cross issued a report entitled “Civilians without Protection: the ever-worsening
humanitarian crisis in Iraq.” Citing “immense suffering,”
it calls “urgently” for “respect for international humanitarian law.” Andrew White, Anglican Vicar of Baghdad
added, “What we see on our television screens does not
demonstrate even one per cent of the reality of the atrocity
of Iraq…”
The UN estimates two million Iraqis have been “internally displaced,” while another two million have fled
— largely to neighbouring Syria and Jordan, overwhelming local infrastructure.
An attack such as that on Iraq, neither in self-defence
nor authorized by the United Nations Security Council is,
in the words of the Nuremberg Tribunal that condemned
the Nazis, “the supreme international crime.” According to
the Tribunal’s chief prosecutor, US Supreme Court Justice
Robert Jackson, such a war is simply mass murder.
Most Canadians are proud that Canada refused to invade Iraq. But when it comes to Afghanistan, we hear the
same jingoistic bluster we heard about Iraq four years ago.
As if Iraq and Afghanistan were two separate wars, and
Afghanistan is the good war, the legal and just war.
In reality, Iraq and Afghanistan are the same war.
That’s how the Bush administration has seen Afghanistan from the start; not as a defensive response to 9/11, but
the opening for regime change in Iraq (as documented in
Richard A. Clarke’s Against all Enemies). That’s why the
Security Council resolutions of September 2001 never mention Afghanistan, much less authorize an attack on it. That’s
why the attack on Afghanistan was also a supreme interna-

F

our years ago the US and Britain unleashed war on Iraq, a nearly defenseless
Third World country barely half the size
of Saskatchewan.
For twelve years prior to the invasion and occupation
Iraq had endured almost weekly US and British bombing
raids and the toughest sanctions in history, the “primary
victims” of which, according to the UN Secretary General,
were “women and children, the poor and the infirm.” According to UNICEF, half a million children died from sanctions related starvation and disease.
Then, in March 2003, the US and Britain — possessors
of more weapons of mass destruction than the rest of the
world combined — attacked Iraq on a host of fraudulent
pretexts, with cruise missiles, napalm, white phosphorous,
cluster and bunker buster bombs and depleted uranium
(DU) munitions.
The British medical journal, The Lancet, published a
study last year estimating Iraqi war deaths since 2003 at
655,000, a mind-boggling figure dismissed all-too readily
Watershed Sentinel
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tional crime, which killed at least 20,000 innocent civilians
the horror being inflicted on their homelands. We must stop
in its first six months. The Bush administration used 9/11 as
pretending that we’re not implicated in their suffering una pretext to launch an open-ended so-called “War on Terder the bombs, death squads and torture. This means reror” — in reality a war of terfusing to lend our name, our
ror because it kills hundreds
strength and the blood of our
of times more civilians than
When the US devastated Vietnam, Laos and
youth in this war without end
the other terrorists do.
Cambodia (1961-1975), leaving behind six million against the Third World.
That the Karzai regime dead or maimed, Canada refused to participate.
was subsequently set up under
t
UN auspices doesn’t absolve
the participants in America’s war, and that includes CanDavid Orchard is the author of The Fight for Canada:
ada. Nor should the fact that Canada now operates under
Four Centuries of Resistance to American Expansionism
the UN authorized International Security Assistance Force
and ran twice for the leadership of the Progressive Con(ISAF) mislead anyone. From the start, ISAF put itself
servative party. He farms at Borden, SK and can be reached
at the service of the American operation, declaring “The
at 306-652-7095, www.davidorchard.com
United States Central Command will have authority over
Michael Mandel is Professor of International Law at
the International Security Assistance Force” (UNSC DocuYork University’s Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto and
ment S/2001/1217). When NATO took charge of ISAF that
author of How America Gets Away With Murder: Illegal
didn’t change anything. NATO forces are always ultimately
Wars, Collateral Damage and Crimes Against Humanity.
under US command. The “Supreme Commander” is always
He can be reached at 416-736-5039,
an American general, who answers to the American presiMMandel@osgoode.yorku.ca
dent, not the Afghan one.
—Global Research, April 27, 2007,
Canadian troops in Afghanistan not only take orders
www.GlobalResearch.ca
from the Americans, they help free up more American forcTo be relatively conscious is to be in rage almost all the time
es to continue their bloody occupation of Iraq.
- James A. Baldwin
When the US devastated Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia
(1961-1975), leaving behind six million dead or maimed,
Canada refused to participate. But today Canada has become part of a US war being waged not only in Iraq and
Afghanistan, but also in a network of disclosed and undisclosed centres of physical and mental torture, like Guantanamo Bay in — let’s not forget — illegally occupied Cuban
territory. And what we know about what the US governConscious songs
ment calls terrorism is that it is largely a response to foreign
for conscious folks.
occupation, and what we know about American occupation
is that it is a way the rich world forces the rest to surrender
their resources.
General Rick Hillier bragged that Canada was going
to root out the “scumbags” in Afghanistan. He didn’t mention that the Soviets, using over 600,000 troops and billions
in aid over ten years, were unable to control Afghanistan.
Britain, at the height of its imperial power, tried twice and
failed. Now, Canada is helping another fading empire attempt to impose its will on Afghanistan.
Canadians have traditionally been able to hold their
heads high when they travel the world. We did not achieve
CD includes: Talking Global Warming Blues, The Axis of
that reputation by waging war against the world’s poor; in
Evil, Voting Fixes Nothing, Trust, Trust In Us, The Smell
large part we achieved it by refusing to do so.
of Money, Extreme Golf, Take a Nap.
Canada must — immediately, and at the minimum
To order send $20 (includes postage) to 19 Henderson
Ave. Toronto, M6J 2B6. Info: smokeydymny@rogers.com
— open its doors to Iraqis and Afghanis attempting to flee
Watershed Sentinel
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Wild Times Hell’s Gate
By Joe Foy, Campaign Director, Wilderness Committee

I

n 1808 when fur trader Simon
Fraser was being guided through
Nlha’kapmx territory near present
day Lytton BC, he could scarcely believe the network of ropes and ladders
that made up the cliff trails at Hell’s
Gate on the Fraser River. For Fraser,
who was not familiar with life on the
edge, it was a terrifying experience,
but a necessary one as he sought to
piece together a plan for trade and
travel. In the end he was starved,
nearly drowned, shot at by arrows and
then finally figured out that he was on
the wrong river – having believed for
most of his journey that he was on the
Columbia, instead of the river that we
now know as the Fraser.
One of the only things that Fraser did know for sure by the end of his
trip was that transportation planning
is fraught with many difficulties and
wrong turns – some of which can kill
you.
It was just last winter that I felt
a bit like old Simon Fraser, trying to
make sense of a transportation plan
being proposed for the Greater Vancouver Area by the BC government.
Watershed Sentinel

I was with a group of Wilderness Committee and SPEC volunteers
standing outside of a Burnaby recreation centre holding a banner made out
of a bed sheet. The snow was blowing down between the streetlights.
Our little protest crew was shivering
and stamping their feet as people filed
in past us to a public meeting going
on inside. The bed sheet banner read
“Gateway? No Way! Say No to more
traffic and sprawl – Say Yes to better
public transit.” It was a big bed sheet.
Inside, government representatives were trying to sell Transportation Minister Kevin Falcon’s Gateway
Plan to the locals. There were fancy
charts and maps. Mostly what people
were being told was that by twinning
the Port Mann Bridge and expanding the freeway, people in the Greater
Vancouver Area would be able to get
to and from work easier. And, as a
bonus, because there would be less
idling in traffic jams, our air quality
would get better. You could tell that
most people weren’t buying it by the
incredulous looks on their faces.
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Not a problem for Mr. Falcon’s
consent factory.
People were asked to fill out
a form that gave them choices like
“What colour should the bridges be?”
or “What kind of bushes would you
like next to the freeway interchange?”
There was no question asking if the
people actually wanted their bridges
and highways super-sized. It was a little like being asked, “Do you want to
be bonked with the yellow hammer or
the red hammer?” Results according
to governemnt: “Majority of people
asked, want to be hit by hammer!”
As people came out of the public meeting we would talk with them.
Most knew they were being taken for
a ride. In Burnaby people were concerned about increased traffic pouring
through their side streets as a result of
a beefed up freeway.
All through the rest of 2006 and
2007 we went from neighbourhood to
neighbourhood, from Surrey to Delta
to New Westminster, learning about
the Gateway project and meeting the
many citizen groups that had come together to oppose it.
What we found out was that Mr.
Falcon’s Gateway project is way bigger than simply doubling the Port
Mann Bridge and freeway.
The BC “Gateway Program,”
combined with the Canadian “Pacific
Gateway Strategy,” is a $7 billion attempt to capture Asia-Pacific trade.
The Gateway projects include new
and expanded highways, bridges, rail
expansions, rail yards and container
terminals to service a three-fold expansion of port facilities to accommodate three times more trucks moving
container goods through the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD)
and across Canada.
Continued Next Page
Joe Foy is Campaign Director for
the Western Canada Wilderness
Committee, Canada’s largest citizenfunded membership based wilderness
preservation organization. WCWC
currently has 28,000 members from
coast to coast.
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Gateway Plan

How To Stop It
You will pay $7 billion, plus interest, to build
destructive transportation corridors through
the GVRD, polluting the air you breathe and increasing climate changing greenhouse gas emissions. Moreover, the emissions from marine vessels, which have already increased 20% since 2000, are the leading source
of smog-forming nitrogen oxides and cancer-causing
pollutants. Deadly particulate matter, which has no safe
level, is a principal component of diesel exhaust from
ships and trucks. A single container ship belches more
pollution than 2,000 diesel trucks. Gateway would triple container business and ensure 24-hour unrestricted
movement of trucks, which would send even more of
these deadly toxins into the GVRD airshed.
Gateway to Global Warming is a brand new newspaper from the Wilderness Committee about this insane
Gateway plan and how we can stop it. You can read the
whole thing on-line at wildernesscommittee.org
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Gateway would triple container business and ensure 24-hour unrestricted movement of trucks, which would
send even more of these deadly toxins into the GVRD airshed.

Simon Fraser thought that
Hell’s Gate was the most
terrifying thing he’d ever
seen – but then he’d never
seen the Gateway plan.
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Photo: Greenpeace

Greenpeace activists in Otttawa calling down Prime Minister Harper for his lack of climate action.
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